Collection Agencies and You:
How a Collection Agency Works for Your Business
One of the quickest ways a business loses money is through unpaid debts. Recouping those
debts can be a waste of both time and money. Rather than throwing in the towel, businesses
should partner with a collection agency.
These agencies work on behalf of businesses to retrieve outstanding debts. You may have
interacted with a collection agency on an individual level. Partnering on a business level,
however, has a number of benefits.
Benefits
Collection agencies have an unfairly negative reputation. As in
every field, there are agencies that participate in shady or illegal
dealings. Finding an efficient, well-respected agency will pay
dividends:
● Cash Flow
The first priority of any collection agency is to recover debt. These professionals
are trained and equipped, making them more successful. Their success means more
money for your business.
● Flexibility
Using a collection agency to collect unpaid debts frees up more of your time.
Rather than spending hours out of your day contacting those with unpaid bills, you
can focus on growing and developing your business.
● Legal Protection
Debt collection laws are extensive and confusing. Allowing a collection agency to
navigate these laws reduces your stress. Their knowledge and experience means
less legal risk to your business.

● Paper Trail
Collection agencies keep meticulous records of all contacts and happenings. In the
event of a court proceeding or an IRS audit, a collection agency can hand over
these records with ease.

Find the Right Fit
Once you have decided that the use of a collection agency is the way to go, it’s important to
find the right agency. Not all collection agencies are created equal, and finding the one that
best matches your needs is vital. Consider these questions when evaluating a collection
agency:
1.

What is the agency’s reputation and what is their debt collection process?

2.

How quickly does the agency collect debts?

3.

How expensive is the agency’s services?

4.

How quickly will you, the business, receive the debt?

5.

How and when does the agency communicate their progress?

It may seem like a lot of work, but finding the right collection agency can help a business
financially and free up your valuable time.
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